


About smartphoto group 

Our sustainability vision: Building a more sustainable world together 

1. People and well-being

2. Environment
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3. Waste and resource management

Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations 

Collaborating with stakeholders

Our future



2023 achievements
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People and well-being

Our employees

Well-being at work



Modernisation of offices, dining area and adjacent spaces in Kwatrecht (Belgium)

Opening of a hub in Ghent
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Diversity of employees  



Diversity within the Board of Directors

Communication 
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Cyber security  

Protection of personal data 

Our customers 

Our suppliers 

Corporate Governance  



Communication with shareholders and investors 

Social commitment  
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Environment

ESG awareness

Energy efficiency in the company

Use of energy from renewable sources
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Peelings and remains of fruit, vegetables & potatoes
Animal & vegetable kitchen waste & food scraps
Bread scraps
Meat & fish remains and crustacean remains (but not shells)
Eggs & eggshells
Solid dairy products (cheese)
Nuts & kernels
Coffee grounds & paper coffee filters
Tea leaves
Manure from small pets (guinea pig, rabbit)
House & garden plants (with potting soil)
Sawdust & shavings from untreated wood
Shredded prunings
Bio bags (compostable bags with OK Compost logo)
Paper from kitchen rolls (when the paper is unprinted and 

       was used to mop up food leftovers)
Fine garden & pruning waste (leaves, grass, weeds, hedge trimmings)

     WHAT BELONGS IN THE GFT-CONTAINER?

SORTING & RECYCLINGSORTING & RECYCLING
GFTGFT

MARCHMARCH

     WHAT DOES NOT BELONG IN IT?

Liquids (milk, soup, coffee, etc.)
Liquid sauces, fats and oils
Tea bags & coffee pods*
Treated wood
Bones, animal waste & offal
Mussel or oyster shells
Cat litter & birdcage shell sand*
Manure from larger pets 
Dust from hoover
Disposable nappies & other hygiene waste
Soil & sand
Cork
Ash residues & charcoal
Coarse prunings, thick branches & tree roots
Japanese knotweed (  combustible or residual waste)

    *

Depending on the waste
intercommunal, you can use
compostable or biodegradable bags
for organic waste. Please consult your
waste intercommunal.
See www.recupel.

Put some newspaper or straw on
the bottom of your GFT container.
The moisture from your waste will
be better absorbed that way!
What also helps against pests is to
twist mothballs into a bag or
pantyhose. Hang these on the lid of
your GFT bin, along the inside. 
A few sprigs of fresh lavender in
your GFT container also helps, or a
few drops of essential oil.

Unwanted guests in your container 
(maggots, fruit flies, ...)?

Glass jars for food, glass bottles for drinks (beer, wine,
sparkling wine, fruit juice, etc.) and culinary oil or vinegar
belong to glass, although without lids or caps.

Empty glass bottles for perfume, lotion, serum,
aftershave or other care products, as well as glass
medicine bottles may also be sorted as glass, provided
they are empty, are made of transparent glass and the
nozzles and caps have been removed.

SORTING & RECYCLINGSORTING & RECYCLING
GLASSGLASS

MARCHMARCH

     Proper sorting: Anyone can do it!!

Flat glass such as broken windows and mirrors should not
be sorted with the glass. This glass, like drinking glasses
and wine glasses, has a very different composition to the
glass of bottles or jars, and can seriously disrupt the
recycling process. This glass should be taken to the
recycling park. 
    Do remember to pack broken drinking glasses properly
first, for the sake of the safety of the recyclers.

Also not allowed in the bottle bank: Crystal glass, glass
from heat-resistant oven dishes, lamps and earthenware
or porcelain.

Photos & photo paper, wallpaper and baking paper 
(used and unused) cannot simply be recycled as ordinary

paper, and belong in residual waste.

Cardboard boxes of frozen food may be sorted as
paper/cardboard if they are clean and contain no 

       food remains. Even if the boxes only have a thin layer 
       of plastic on one side they can go with
       paper/cardboard.  

Nowadays, chips tubes are made entirely of
cardboard and can therefore go with
paper/cardboard. Older tubes with a metal bottom
belong with the residual waste.

       Paper bags with an aluminium interior 
       (e.g. powdered soup) belong in the residual waste!

Some doubtful cases ....

SORTING & RECYCLINGSORTING & RECYCLING
PAPER & CARDBOARDPAPER & CARDBOARD

Envelopes can be sorted with the 
paper/cardboard, even if they have a window. 
Any bubble wrap in envelopes must be 
removed and thrown in the PMD.

MARCHMARCH

Empty cardboard cups (without lids) should be sorted as
paper/cardboard, provided they are free of food residues 

and have a shiny edge on one side at most. 
This synthetic film layer blocks moisture, preventing the 

paper fibres from being turned into pulp during recycling. 
So if the cardboard cup has a synthetic film layer on 

both sides, it belongs in the residual waste!

     Nature thanks you!!

Do you have packaging with a child-resistant push-twist
button, or is there a 'toxic' or 'harmful to health' logo on the
packaging? Then it belongs with KGA, and not with PMD.
Packaging of mouthwash or descaler does belong in PMD.

What about aluminium foil?

And what about:

How do you fill the PMD bag?

Sorting doubts? 

SORTING & RECYCLINGSORTING & RECYCLING
PMD (PLASTICS, METAL, DRINK CARTONS)PMD (PLASTICS, METAL, DRINK CARTONS)

Soon we will be eating chocolate eggs en masse again.
The aluminium foil around the eggs, stuffed in a ball, may
also be added to the PMD so that it can be more easily
sorted out in the drum sieve, just like crown corks and
coffee capsules.

White or black foam dishes for meat or fish? 
   These can go in the PMD!

Styrofoam (isomo)? This material cannot go in the PMD 
   or residual waste, and must be brought in separately to the
   recycling park

MARCH

Pour or scrape bottles or containers well, and do not stack
them together (e.g. yoghurt jars).
Remove the plastic film from dishes or bottles and throw 

       them separately into the bag.
Push plastic bottles flat, and put the cap on.

   Take a look at: 
www.betersorteren.be
www.fostplus.be.

Small hazardous waste does not
belong with PMD



Offering more sustainable food

Actions to collect litter
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Our products 

Waste and resource management 

Sustainable water consumption

Our CO2 footprint

Offering sustainable shipping options and consolidating orders



Sustainable product development 

Use of inks during the production process

Local production

Analysis of silver recovery 

Sustainable packaging 
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Waste reduction/processing

Reducing paper consumption 

Creating awareness among employees around waste sorting

Digital corporate housekeeping and communication with stakeholders



2024 action plan


